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Touch Wood (hit string)
for three double basses

(two as drummers)



Performance Notes 
general 

• The score is sometimes metred, sometimes presented as timed durations. 
• When time is used, the durations are suggestive and not exactly precise. 

• Each system has a different duration. Timed measures are proportional to their respective system. 

stage layout 

 

• Db.1 is standing, centred, framed by Db.2+3 [bass-
drummers] who are kneeling/sitting on the floor, their 
basses on the floor, positioned in such a way that frames 
Db.1. 

• Db.. 2+3 frame the Db.1 
• Db.2+3 use a gong each. The gongs should be 

positioned in such a way that does not obscure the visual 
of the drumming – behind the bass preferably. 
 

bass 1 
The material presented in your part is unspecified in pitch. Instead, broader gestures and techniques are notated, 
with the vertical placement of note heads referring to a general pitch area. Sometimes your actions are flexible, 
that they can occur somewhere within a timed duration. Other times, measures are metred and your rhythms 
strict. 

There are often moments in the score where you are required to quickly transition from bowed gestures to a 
flurry of pizzicati, or even a mixture of the two. As pitch is never specified, do not feel the need to perform 
conventionally attractive classical sounds. Focus instead on the gesture, the exertion, and the jagged nature 
these moments over the purity of your sound. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
bass 2+3 (bass-drummers) 
The double bass is laid on its back. You perform kneeling, or seated with a stick and mallet. The bodies of the 
frame Db. 1. Both players face outwards, towards the audience. This means that one drummer must have their 
bass upside-down to achieve the desired staging. A small gong is also used by each player. 

The bass is prepared with pegs or blue tack on the lowest string. When hit with a mallet, the paper should 
activate against the strings and produce a buzz. 

To perform this role, do not need to touch or finger pitches on the fingerboard. Instead, you will be instructed to 
strike specific open strings or other areas of the bass. Isolating specific strings to strike with a mallet may be 
difficult, or outside your experience. However, if other strings are hit incidentally then that is ok, but ensure that 
your ambition is to only strike the desired strings. 

Additionally, this part requires some choreography to be performed in unison with your partner. The ambition is 
to mimic the symmetry of the staging. Sometimes you may be directed to raise your hand over a timed duration, 
and this should be done in sync with your partner. 

Perform using mallets with a soft head, you will also use the stick of the mallet. 

Clef 

 
• In ascending order, the staff goes up the instrument – from its body to the strings. 
• There are many points to strike within these broader terms like tailpiece and body. Both points have a 

large surface area to hit. Explore producing different resonances from these broader regions of the bass. 
• Beyond Strings refer to the strings after the bridge. 
• Open Strings and Beyond Strings will be specified by a string name or number. 
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